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Abstract
We start from the topology of the puntured plane encoded within its homotopy group which is
isomorphic to the set of integers Z.We then realise group elements (n); nZ as dierential operators
on the space of analytic functions.Using plausible physical arguments we select a subset of functions
which we identify with integer orders reduced Bessel functions .On the other hand we propose a
unifying new formula of topological origin ,generating real orders Bessel functions out of integer
orders ones,the generator being an operator built entirely out of the 
s
.We thus have shown that
the topology ( of the puntured plane) is underlying the inner structure of Bessel functions ,in addition
it unies them independently of the orders being integers or reals.
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1
The target space of interest here is the punctured plane R
2
=(0) with its simple but not trivial topology
.The homotopy group which encodes the topological information of the puntured plane is isomorphic to
the set of integers Z. In the following we will note the group elements 
s
(n); nZ .These elements may
be visualised as equivalent classes of homotopic loops [1] [2],each carrying a winding number n.The latter
indicates the number of times the representative is encirling the hole.It will help to regard homotopic
loops as intrinsec " physical " objects rather than just appropriate mathematical objects used to tag
the punture of the plane.Adopting this point of view we will therefore associate to the loop of winding
number n the winding number eigenstate j n i. The group elements in turn become operators which map
the j n i into j n+m i . We thus have the topological information summarised as follows.
W j ni = n j ni
(m) j ni = j n+mi
X
nZ
j nihn j = 1 (1)
The operators 
s
(m) have the property ,which may be infered from the second equation of 1 .
(m)(n) = (n +m) (2)
At this point we want to depart from pure algebraic topology and realise the operator (m) at least for












Where z is a real variable.Now according to the topological information we have in equation 1 we expect










At this level we are not able to specify the argument of the 
n
.This will be xed a posteriori by a
consistancy requirement.It is not necessary in 4 to start with functions which are raised by the operator
@
m
































)(z; t) = 0 (7)
A possible solution is .






















And assume that the function j
n








The phase factor ( )
n
is not necessary but is introduced only for later convenience .It should be noted
that the property above is somehow expected as only relative orientations of loops do matter ,or in other












8n; 8mZ .But this trivialises




( put m=n then m=n+1) .With this at hand it


























































































z to be consistant.If
















In which the argument is taken to be z rather than
p
z ,then using the property in equation 10 we get












But this equation has no solution for 8z; 8t .To see it write another equation for the K(t) by making








Going back to 12 ,we write it in another form by making the simultaneous change of variables z ! z
2
3




















































































Now that we have shown that integer order Bessel functions are to a large extent the result of the
topology of the punctured plane ,could we say the same for real order Bessel functions ? 
p
where p is a
real number.The problem is how at the very topological level could an integer number be converted into
a real one ,and if this is possible ,is the conversion unique ?.The answer is in the armative as we sall
see.




Where j ni are homotopic loops on the puntured plane and where the 
n
are reduced Bessel functions









are Bessel functions of real orders ,n

= n +  with  real and where j n

i are states of
a new type .Let us rst describe how to build such states and give the relationship they have to the old
states j ni .





We have shown in a previous paper [4] that the above operator is well dened and may have the interpre-
tation of a hamiltonian in which W is the unperturbed part, while the  term will describe a very special
loop self-interaction.This eective winding number is shown to have a set of orthonormal states j n

i
having real eigenvalues n

= n + ; nZ; 0 h  h 1. These states are in turn related to the unperturbed










) j ni (22)
4
It should be noted that more general topological states exist ,which correspond to a general coupling
function (m).The above particular choice (m) = ( )
m
 is the only one of interest here as it will leads















































To check the above formula ,we could naively express the Bessel functions 
n+m
as entire series and then
perform the sum over m .This is however a cumbersome procedure .A simple and illuminating way to























Where  is a complex variable and l
0
is a positively oriented single closed path encircling the origin.Putting









It is to be noted that the above series diverges on the whole plane except on the circle centring the origin
and having half unity radius on which it converges unifomally.It is only on that circle do we have the




when we insert 26 into 25 .To this purpose we just deform the
path l
0
down to the above circle as the integrand in equation 26 has only essential singularities at  = 0
and  =1 .To compute the relevant sum ,put 2 = e
i
















= i    h  h  (28)
= ln2
(29)
Where the branch cut of the logarithm is taken along the negative real axis as  ranges from   to 





















Where the new positively oriented path l is now getting round the cut lying on the negative real axis
.The above expression in equation 30 is however nothing but the rst order in  of the real order Bessel
function 
n+




















We thus have demonstrated the proposed unifying formula . Let us make a comment about it .To get




which is built out
entirely of the topological objects 
s
.On the other hand we should just know how these operators act on
the winding numbers associated to the 
n
, their dierential structure however do not matter.The action
of the 
s
being of a topological nature ,it is no surprise if 
n+









To end up ,we propose a straigthforward application of the unifying formula. Let us calculate the










































The action of the 
s
























= i    h  h  (36)
= lnt (37)
The end result is that the generating function for the real order Bessel functions 
n+
is only dened on

















  h  h  (39)
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